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Scope

❏ In the last decades, several missions of distributed space systems performed

Formation Flying (FF) and/or Rendezvous and Docking (RVD). Most of

these missions are technological demonstrations, with scientific purposes.

❏ The Research, Development & Innovation Area (RDIA@CONAE),

motivated by the “New Space” context, envisions the engineering, launch, and

operation of successive cost effective missions based on multiple

autonomous satellites, interconnected and working cooperatively.



Scope

❏ A “long-term” Project is under revision, as well as the first mission.

❏ RDIA would be addressing all enabling technological challenges including:

Autonomous Guidance (AG), Navigation and Control of multiple satellites

(NCMS), inter-satellite communication (ISL), and embedded software for

autonomous coordination (ESAC).

❏ These are key to keep providing SAOCOM 1A and SAOCOM 1B users with

data through upcoming Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) L-band and multi-

band future distributed networks.



Scope

These missions would also have additional benefits; e.g.,

❏ Most of the satellites could be considered test beds to evaluate flight software

and “commercial-off-the-shelf” components (COTS). Special attention would be

put to testing next generation CONAE’s instruments.

❏ Allowing external research groups to use these systems to perform tests,

once mission is accomplished.

This work describes some ideas for an upcoming project proposed by RDIA, to

encourage collaboration from academic institutions and companies in this

challenging endeavor.
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Introduction

In the context of the New Space, modern tendency naturally arose, together

with essential technologies:

● Small satellites, interlinked and completing collaborative tasks,

gradually will take over space.

● There are some must-have technologies to address as our next strategy.



Introduction

These must-have technologies are:

● Formation Flying (FF)

● New types of Antennas and Optic Comms

● Multiple Deployment

● Operation as a System

● Rendezvous and Docking Maneuvers

● System-as-a-Whole Reliability Management

● Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN)

● COTS and MEMS Reliability and Hardening

● Constellation Flight Software

● Space-Earth Networks (as IoS and 5G)



Introduction

Space SAR

● To continue supporting a growing number of users that need “L Band”

space radar information, today covered by SAOCOM 1A (operative, launched

in 2018) and SAOCOM 1B (planned for early 2020) missions.

● To upgrade TRL for smallsats/collaborative/distributed/biband SAR missions.

InterSatellite Links (ISL)

● To make networks a reality, in both optic and high-gain RF.

● To start facing key issues like:

➢ Relaying in space networks

➢ Contact Opportunities Windows Matrix with

○ Orbit propagation

○ Quality indexes



Introduction

A first step on this track is a satellite “formation flying (FF)” mission, that would

provide data and experience in:

● Guidance and control for complex trajectories, which require concentrated

effort in risk management and autonomous maneuvering, handling quality

data sets, real time computing, collaborative interlink, orbit propagation

prediction and precision self-localization.

● Management of multi-satellite networking

○ Launching and commissioning for a multi-satellite mission.

○ Command and data handling of one platform through another

○ Identifying and operating nodes and system as-a-whole.

● Software upgrading while in operation for a complete system.

● Leading and coordinating a group of suppliers and developers.



Introduction

Approach:

● All parts and subsystems would be just bought or acquired from third parties

except know-how on GNC for FF.

● This strategy allows focusing and broadens teamwork.

RDIA envisions a highly interconnected industrial-academic environment in

Argentina, and considers this mission as an excellent opportunity to start

building that scenario.
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Main Objectives:

1. Gain insight into segmented architecture to provide continuous long term

adaptive and cost effective future missions.

2. Complete a number of tests that would provide knowledge in FF,

autonomous maneuvers, and system-as-a-whole operation.

3. Gain insight into technological assessment, like SmallSat integration and

testing, launch and deorbiting.

4. Test flight software and hardware exposed to space conditions, while

evaluating changes in performance and lifespan, to estimate reliability.

5. Provide universities, companies and/or R&D groups a testbed for assessment

of S/W and H/W already tested on ground, to complete real heritage.

Mission Approach



Mission Approach

● 3 CubeSats >12U or similar

● High-level of autonomy, to 

technologically achieve required 

“rendezvous” and formation flying 

maneuvers, data acquisition and tests. 

● Single launch as secondary payloads.

● Test-bed for SAR, Distributed SAR, L/X 

bands and Multiband, SDR. 

● Communications: DTN > ISL + TMTY 

(download data link Ka/X/S band)



Relative Position Coordinates of Satellites S1 and S2 with respect to the reference S0, resolved 

in the Local Vertical - Local Horizontal non-inertial reference frame.

Mission Approach

Preliminary Simulations and Analyses



3D View of the Relative Trajectories of the Satellites S1 and S2 with respect to the reference S0, 

resolved in the Local Vertical - Local Horizontal frame.

Mission Approach

Preliminary Simulations and Analyses

Z

YX



Mission Approach

Desired (under evaluation)

● Once the mission is considered fulfilled, a procedure would be

executed to “leave” the system available for other research

teams that might want to run experiments with the orbiting

platform.

● By the end of the programmed lifetime of the system, it would be

induced to a de-orbiting phase.
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On-Ground Tests

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The laboratory for assessment and testing would be soon

experimenting with robots, with very low friction, by means of

air-bearings. They generate an air film underneath, supporting

its mass with neglectable friction on the surface.

BOTS use aero propellants to move in 2D on a flat and

polished horizontal surface, while they slide-hover on a thin air

layer.

In the picture: Air thrusted robot developed by DLR.

Air-thrusted 

robots



EXPERIMENTAL CONCEPT & SETUP

Ongoing “On Ground” Test and Validation

Stage 1: rendezvous 

maneuvers.  Approximation 

using optical and RF techniques.

Stage 2: pointing targets from 

different positions, before 

docking.

Stage 3: pointing targets after 

docking.



Experimental Concepts

(RAD) Radar Module

Preliminary tests (on ground) with a miniaturized configurable radar

Credit: work in cooperation with UFS @ CONAE (JVargas) and LCD @ UNC 
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Future Work

Plan for activities 2020-2025

● Official “GO” for the first microSat, collaborative, distributed mission.

● To achieve significant progress in the design and implementation of the described mission.

● Ground Tests Laboratory building and equipping planned for 2020

● Preliminary design review (PDR) planned for the end of 2020

● Critical Design Review (CDR) (planned for the end of 2021)

● Integration and testing stages (planned for the end of 2021)

● To establish relationships with potential collaborators in both the private and public sectors, as

well as academic and industrial organizations.

Beyond: ISL is not only addressed for feeding the FF control system. Next collaborative missions will

enable a low-latency orbit/terrestrial network. The achievement is fundamental to open the door for

distributed satellite network systems.



End of Presentation


